New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Jack Ryan Shadow Recruit CIA analyst Jack Ryan (Chris Pine) uncovers
evidence of a Russian conspiracy to destroy the U.S. economy, and races to
protect his fiancée (Keira Knightley) while working with his seasoned mentor
William Harper (Kevin Costner) to prevent a disaster of catastrophic
proportions. Meanwhile, the malevolent Russian businessman (Kenneth
Branagh) behind the terroristic plot awaits the perfect moment to set it into
motion. Paramount
The Lego Movie It stars the vocal talents of Chris Pratt, Will Ferrell, Elizabeth
Banks, Will Arnett, Nick Offerman and Alison Brie, with Liam Neeson and
Morgan Freeman. The original 3D computer animated story follows Emmet, an
ordinary, rules-following, perfectly average LEGO minifigure who is mistakenly
identified as the most extraordinary person and the key to saving the world. He
is drafted into a fellowship of strangers on an epic quest to stop an evil tyrant,
a journey for which Emmet is hopelessly and hilariously underprepared. Chris
Pratt (“Moneyball”) stars as the voice of Emmet. Will Ferrell (“The Campaign”)
stars as the voice of his primary adversary, President Business, an erudite,
anal-retentive CEO who has a hard time balancing world domination with
micro-managing his own life; while Liam Neeson (“Taken” and “Taken 2,” Oscar
nominee for “Schindler’s List”) voices the president’s powerful henchman,
known as Bad Cop, who will stop at nothing to catch Emmet. Warner
Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey Hosted by renowned astrophysicist Dr. Neil
deGrasse Tyson, the 13-episode series follows in the footsteps of Carl Sagan's
original televised study of the mechanics of the universe. As with the
legendary original series, the new Cosmos is the saga of how we discovered
the laws of nature and found our coordinates in space and time. The series
brings to life never-before-told stories of the heroic quest for knowledge,
transporting viewers to new worlds and across the universe for a vision of the
cosmos on both the grandest and smallest scales. Fox
The Angela Mao Ying Collection All films star Angela "Lady Whirlwind" Mao-a
leading martial arts-trained actress who starred in over 35 action films, most of
them from the 70s. Stoner: An Australian cop heads to Hong Kong to head off
the supply of a new designer drug which raises the sexual appetite of anyone
who takes it. When Taekwondo Strikes: During the Japanese occupation of
Korea in the 1930's, the leader of a small resistance movement attempts to get
information to sympathizers in China. The Tournament: fighters battle their
opponents using kung fu and thai boxing to win back their disgraced honor of
their school. Queen's Ransom:: A Hong Kong mobster's sister is working with
authorities on their investigation into her own brother's plot to assassinate the
Queen. Also The Himalayan, Broken Oath. Shout
Son of God From producers Mark Burnett and Roma Downey comes Son of
God - the most important chapter of the Greatest Story Ever Told for a whole
new generation of families to enjoy. Acclaimed Portuguese actor Diogo
Morgado delivers a spectacular portrayal of Jesus as this powerful and
inspirational feature film depicts the life of Christ, from His humble birth
through His teachings, crucifixion and ultimate resurrection. Fox
95ers: Time Runners In the distant future, millions have died in brutal wars
leaving cities laying in ruins. The ultimate weapons become time machines
which can insure victory by manipulating the past. In the not-distant future, FBI
agent Sally Biggs is obsessed with investigating unsolved cases involving
paranormal activities especially the bizarre disappearance of her scientist
husband. She suspects that the mysteries have something to do with the
destabilization of time, since Sally herself has the power to rewind history. But
she slowly learns that her power is connected to a cataclysmic war in the
future, and that she, her husband, and their unborn child become important
targets of soldiers traveling from the future. Inception
Todd Oliver: Funny Dog Join in the fun as nationally known comedian Todd
Oliver and his amazing talking dogs (All Oliver family pets!) bring the down the
house in this over-the-top family-friendly performance!
Ventriloquist Todd Oliver performs his act in front of an enthusiastic crowd. He
utilizes his signature bit of using real live canines as his dummies. Inception
The Zombinator A young fashion blogger in Youngstown, Ohio captures a
zombie outbreak on camera while shooting a documentary. As the undead
scourge begins to spread, a group of college students must place their faith in
a battle-hardened ex-solder if they hope to make it out of this nightmare alive.
This is the only Lucia Brizzi video. Stars also making their debut in this video:
Justin Brown, Diana Lotus. Inception
Piggy When his brother is brutally murdered by a gang Joe finds solace in
Piggy one of his dead brother's old and unstable friends. The two begin a
grueling and bloody revenge mission for his brother's killing. Hard gritty and
disturbing this violent vigilant crusade will leave you cheering and shocked as
they exact their brutal justice one victim at a time. Piggy ushers in a new breed
of Horror.the Psychopathic Thriller with the eye-for-an-eye morality of an
animal. Stars Paul Anderson, Martin Compston. Inception
A Fighting Man Haunted by a tragic past, undefeated, washed up boxer Sailor
O'Connor (Dominic Purcell) is a broken man. When a fluke opportunity arises to
step back in the ring, he takes it. His opponent is younger and faster, but with
the support of his old fight team (Michael Ironside and James Caan), Sailor
pushes for this one last fight. Not knowing when to throw in the towel, Sailor
must face his personal demons or die trying to stay on his feet throughout a
bloody, brutal beating in the ring. Also starring Louis Gossett Jr., Kim Coates
with Famke Janssen and a special appearance by Freddie Roach. Sony
The Good Witch's Gift Cassandra Nightingale always has a few tricks up her
sleeve, but is surprised when her handsome sweetheart, Police Chief Jake
Russell, proposes. Getting into the spirit of the season, they set their wedding
date for Christmas Eve--only six days away! As the two hurry to plan the
wedding, trouble clouds their happiness when a mysterious man from Jake's
past returns to town. Cinedigm
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Enemy stars Jake Gyllenhaal as a detached college professor whose life
becomes hopelessly intertwined with that of his doppelganger a sexually
insatiable actor. Adam Bell (Gyllenhaal) is a socially isolated man who's more
comfortable lecturing to college students than he is making love to his lustful
girlfriend Mary (Mélanie Laurent). One day, on the advice of a colleague, Adam
sits down to watch a romantic comedy and what he sees on the screen leaves
him deeply disturbed: A supporting player in the film credited as Anthony Clair
(also Gyllenhaal), is Adam's spitting image right down to the distinctive scar on
both of their chests. Compelled to track down his onscreen look-a-like, Adam
soon locates Anthony in Mississauga, and begins obsessively tracking his every
move. Later, Adam's ongoing search for answers prompts him to pay a visit to
his own eccentric mother (Isabella Rossellini), as well as and Anthony's
pregnant wife (Sarah Gadon). But it isn't until Adam and Anthony finally come
face-to-face that the details connecting them become truly uncanny. Lionsgate
Kissing Jessica Stein Jessica Stein (Jennifer Westfeldt) is a lovely young
conservative Jewish girl with the perfect loft situated on New York City's Upper
West Side, a fun job working for a hip newspaper, and beautiful clothes. The
only thing she doesn't have is the ideal boyfriend. Not that she doesn't have
tons of dates: from geeky nerds to suave sexy types, Jessica is sought after by
throngs of men. She just doesn't like any of the guys who like her. When her
coworker, Joan (Jackie Hoffman), reads her an ad from the personals of the
Village Voice, Jessica knows she's interested. Even when she realizes that the ad
is in the "women seeking women" section, she figures it's worth a try. A funny,
girly, prissy, very lipstick-lesbian relationship ensues with Chelsea gallery owner
Helen (Heather Juergensen). When the girls aren't making out, they share
makeup secrets and raid each other's closets. However, Helen's daring
nymphomaniac side clashes with Jessica's conservative straight side, and the
couple is forced to face some real challenges, one of which is Jessica's hilarious
Scarsdale-based matchmaker mother (Tovah Feldshuh). A light, laugh-a-minute
romantic comedy Fox
The Ringer Jackass star Johnny Knoxville delivers a "special" performance in
this outlandishly funny comedy, co-starring Katherine Heigl and produced by
the Farrelly Brothers. Steve Barker (Knoxville) is so desperate for cash he agrees
to join his shady uncle's scheme to "fix" the upcoming Special Olympics. Posing
as a mentally challenged competitor named Jeffy, Steve goes for the gold... but
winds up on the fast track to hilarious humiliation. Fox
Dragons Defenders of Berk Part 2 Dragons: Riders of Berk Part 2 picks up
following the events of the feature film How to Train Your Dragon and the
holiday special DreamWorks Dragons: Gift of the Night Fury / Book of Dragons.
Luckily many of the original voice cast from the feature film return to voice
their characters in this Cartoon Network TV Series. Fox
The Attorney Yang Woo-seok's The Attorney focuses on a self-made lawyer
who has grown a lucrative practice. However, when he comes across the case
of a teen who was mistreated at the hands of the authorities after they
suspected him of a crime he didn't commit, he sets aside his self-interest and
vigorously defends the victim. This is the only Young-ae Kim video. Stars also
making their debut in this video: Yang Woo-seok. Well Go
Notes on a Scandal Judi Dench and Cate Blanchett give wickedly entertaining,
performances one as a woman consumed by her colleague's guilty secret, the
other, a victim to her own dark obsessions in this sexy, stylish thriller.Dench
mesmerizes as Barbara Covett, a teacher who rules over her classroom with an
iron fist, yet leads a desperate, solitary life outside it. That is, until she meets
radiant new art teacher Sheba Hart. Although at first overjoyed with her
newfound kindred spirit, when Barbara discovers that Sheba is having an affair
with a teenage student, her jealously and rage spiral out of control. Fox
The Motel Life is a searing and profound examination of brotherhood set in
the timeless Sierra Nevadan frontier. Frank (Emile Hirsch) and Jerry Lee
Flannigan (Stephen Dorff ) work odd jobs, drink hard, and drift from motel to
motel. Their only escape is through Frank's fantastic stories and Jerry Lee's rich
illustrations. Everything changes when Jerry Lee is involved in a hit-and-run
accident, which forces the brothers across the state to the home of Frank's old
flame, Annie (Dakota Fanning). Cinedigm
Fracknation FrackNation" is a new documentary that attacks opponents of
fracking for oil and gas, but it also raises a bigger question: Is it possible to
criticize environmentalists without being a tool for big industry? Fracking is a
method of stimulating oil and gas from deep underground that's led to a
historic boom in U.S. production while also stoking controversy over its
possible impact on the environment and human health. "FrackNation," an
independent documentary produced by Los Angeles-based filmmakers Phelim
McAleer and Ann McElhinney, addresses the issue from an unusual perspective.
Magnolia
Kill Zombie A Russian Space station crashes in Amsterdam, releasing a deadly
virus that turns everyday citizens into flesh-craving psychopaths. Aziz (Yahya
Gaier), his brother Mo (Ouled Radi) and several strangers emerge from jail,
oblivious to the mayhem until they team up with a local police officer (Gigi
Ravelli). After receiving a desperate call for help, this unlikely band of heroes
sets out on an insane rescue mission - and it's going to take a seriously crazy
plan if they want to get out alive. Well Go
Secret Lives of Dorks Samantha Payton (Gaelan Connell) is a pathetic dork, a
comic book geek whose high school career is one hopeless faux pas after
another. Yet he's a dreamer and madly in love with the head cheerleader Carrie
(Riley Voelkel), who he is determined to win over. But she is wise to his
desperate advances, so to get off his radar she creates a plan to push him into
the arms of a dorkette at the school, Samantha (Vanessa Marano). In this high
school equation: Peyton wants Carrie; Carrie wants Peyton to instead hook up
with Samantha; Samantha wants Peyton. But even the simplest formula can
equal disaster. Cinedigm

